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1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DISCUSSIONS 

The Ecosystem Models Workshop was held in the Northwest and Alaska Fisheries 

Center in Seattle from 16 April to 11 May 1979. The main purposes and objectives 

of this workshop were: 

1) To review the present state of the art of multispecies and ecosystem 

models for fisheries assessment and management. 

2) To compare two existing models (Andersen and Ursin model - The Danish 

model, and the Laevastu and Favorite model - the NWAFC model). 

3) To review all subject matter pertaining to fisheries ecosystem simulation 

and to suggest which processes are of primary importance to be included 

in the simulation models. 

The main participants of the workshop (called collectively hereafter "the 

workshop") were: E. Ursin (Danish Fisheries and Marine Research), N. Daan 

(Netherlands Institute for Fisheries Investigation), T. Laevastu and P. Livingston 

(NWAFC, Seattle), E. Henderson and E. Cohen (NEFC, Woods Hole), and J. Burdine 

(Marine Mammals Laboratory" Seattle). In addition, other scientists from NWAFC 

(F. Favorite and others) participated in the sessions of various subject matters. 

It was recognized by the workshop that the conventional single species 

population dynamics models are no longer adequate for solving many present 

problems of stock assessment and fisheries management. The single species models 

lack the interspecies interactions (mainly through food dependence). On the 

other hand, the multispecies and ecosystem models take the trophodynamics 

quantitatively into consideration. Furthermore, it was recognized that the terms 

models and simulations, as well as multispecies models and simulation models, can 

be considered as synonyms. 
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It was also suggested that multispecies models should not entirely replace 

the single species models. The latter often provide input data for the 

former. If a given problem can be solved with single species consideration, then 

the single species model should be used, provided that proper evaluation of 

adequacy is made and the limitations recorded. 

The workshop noticed that the number of ecosystem models is increasing and 

that it is difficult to follow all of them in detail. It was considered preferable 

to document the essentials of the models in somewhat simplified form to enhance 

the review and evaluation. Therefore, the skeleton forms of both models (the 

Danish and the NWAFC Bulk Biomass model (BBM» were prepared and given in the 

appendices of this report. 

The major part of the workshop time was spent in detailed scrutiny of the 

BBM model and its scientific background, suggesting possible modifications for 

future testing. The DYNUMES and Danish models were dealt with only in a comparative 

manner, in hopes of studying their details in future workshops 

As trophodynamics playa central fole in the ecosystem models, recommendations 

for proper fish food studies were made. Furthermore, different numerical experiments 

with size dependent feeding were recommended. 

The ecosystem models require a great variety of data, some of which are scarce 

in the literature. Furthermore, emphasis is often put on some data which were 

not considered essential in past fisheries research. It was, therefore, suggested 

that the reorientation of fisheries data needs could be discussed in a larger 

meeting of fisheries scientists in the future. 

The workshop considered a follow up of the present workshop essential, both for 

furthering the s(;leu(;t:! antI teclmology of the subject matter, and for promoting 

the application of the models in research guidance and in fisheries management. 

Dr. Daan promised to explore the possibilities of holding the next ecosystem 

models workshop in the Netherlands. 
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2. DISCUSSIONS OF BASIC PROCESSES IN THE ECOSYSTEM MODELS 

The energy based ecosystem models were considered not fully adequate as the 

necessary conversions to numbers and/or biomass is quite uncertain due to lack of 

proper data on caloric values. The number based models (e.g. the Danish model) 

follow to a large extent the conventional single species approaches and the 

outputs are easy to understand with conventional thinking. Furthermore, these 

models usually have a strictly defined mathematical background. On the other hand, 

the biomass based models (e.g. the NWAFC models) require some rethinking in 

different terms than customary in the past (e.g. the presentation of recruitment). 

They are mathematically less rigorous, requiring local simulations and considerable 

personal interactions, and are difficult to describe in mathematical terms 

(except in discrete, time stepping finite difference forms). The multi-habitat, 

multi-layer approach is essential in both types of models (the Danish and NWAFC 

models). 

All existing ecosystem models require simplifications in presentation 

(description) to make them understandable and acceptable to a wider circle of 

users. 

2.1 Growth 

Growth rates are computed from empirical weight-age data. However, these data 

on juveniles, specially in the first and second years of life, are scarce and/or 

deficient in all species. Considerable year-to-year variations in growth rate could 

occur. Thus it is desirable to obtain better empirical data on this subject. 

In biomass based models the growth coefficient of the biomass of any species is 

dependent on growth rate at any given age interval and the relative abundance (fraction) 

of biomass in this age interval. Thus the growth coefficient should vary (with trophic 

and environmental effects) also with the variation of recruitment and fishery 
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(i.e. with factors affecting the age distribution of biomass). Thus it is 

desirable to account for the age distribution change either by dividing the species 

into several age groups or by computing the age distribution with another model 

(or subroutine). This problem is of interest to some management approaches due 

to changes resulting from rejuvenation of populations (re. Dementjeva) due to 

fishery. 

The empirical knowledge of distribution of numbers (and/or biomass) of fish 

in pre fishery juveniles is lacking in all species. This applies also to age 

variable mortality rates at these younger ages. Thus any studies which provide 

knowledge in these areas (i.e. changes of numbers and mortalities in prefishery 

juveniles) are most desirable. 

The effects of water temperature on growth are treated in the models according 

to best available knowledge. However, there is very little empirical data 

available on acclimatization of different species to different temperature ranges. 

The effects of the availability of food and related partial starvation on 

growth is treated in a manner consistent with available knowledge. However, no 

special studies (using model outputs) have been conducted on this matter. It 

was suggested that this matter be discussed further in the next workshop. 

In some species the seasonal changes of growth are not fully in phase with 

temperature and/or availability of food. In these cases it was suggested to 

simulate the known seasonal variation with a harmonic formula (see Appendices 

2 and 3). 

2.2 Trophodynamics 

Although both models can partition the food requirement (and utilization) 

between growth and maintenance, it was considered that additional data (and 

research) would be desirable on the seasonal change of feeding rates, specially 

in pelagic species. 
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Although the temporal dependence of feeding rate (and food uptake) on food 

density is simulated in the Danish and NWAFC's BBM models, the simulation of the 

spatial food density dependence is possible only in gridded models such as the 

DYNUMES model. 

The size-dependent feeding must be used in all realistic fishery-oriented 

ecosystem simulation models. It was suggested that attempts be made to introduce 

a vulnerability index into biomass based models instead of food preference indices 

(via mean food composition). 

The fundamental differences between single species models and ecosystem 

models is that predation (and trophodynamics in general) is included in the latter, 

thus quantitatively connecting the dynamics of all species in the ecosystem. 

Trophodynamics forms a basis for modern fish stock assessment methods. However, 

good quantitative fish food and feeding habit studies are rare (example of an 

excellent study is the cod study by Daan). It was recommended that good 

quantitative fish food studies be promoted in all areas. 

2.3 Distribution of biomass with age 

Detailed, direct knowledge (and evidence) of the distribution of numbers 

(and biomasses) of prefishery juveniles is lacking in all species. The models 

with age-constant mortality coefficients were considered unrealistic for computation 

of the number distributions of juveniles. It was recommended that any direct 

and indirect means be explored for furthering knowledge on the number and 

biomass distribution in prefishery juveniles and on the age-dependent mortalities. 

Changes in relative age and size composition occur in all species, from a 

variety of causes (e.g. variation in recruitment, fishery, etc.) which in return 

induce other changes in the ecosystem and its dynamics (e.g. with reference to 

size-dependent feeding). It is imperative that the models compute the biomass 
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and/or number distribution as caused by a variety of known factors. It was 

suggested that this subject (together with results from prospective studies of 

the dynamics and consequences of time dependent changes in age composition of 

species biomasses) be discussed more fully during the next workshop. 

The effects of different spatial distribution of juveniles and adults on 

e.g. predation can be simulated only in gridded models such as DYNUMES. 

The turnover rates of most fish biomasses can be computed with BBM (and 

other) models. However, more data (empirical or theoretical) on annual turnover 

rates of zooplankton and benthos would be highly desirable from ecologically 

different locations (regions). These latter data are especially needed for 

more accurate determination of carrying capacities of different regions. 

2.4 Effects of fishery 

The fishery causes changes in age composition of the target species. These 

changes are computed directly in the Danish model where all species are divided 

into a number of age groups. In NWAFC models only one or two species at a time 

are at present divided into different age groups. In non-divided species, the 

changes in age composition must be depicted in a number of parameters, notably in 

biomass growth rate. These age (size) composition dependent changes must also be 

depicted in trophodynamics (re. size dependent feeding, composition of food, etc.). 

In the species where schooling is pronounced, the fishery should be computed 

as constant catch in time (i.e. the fishing mortality coefficient must be adjusted 

each time step). This approach could also be used to demonstrate quantitatively 

the manner of "crash" (collapse) of pelagic stocks. 

It was considered desirable to investigate numerically the effects of seasonally 

varying fishery on the biomass of the target species. During the workshop it was 

demonstrated numerically that the annual difference in catches is not proportional 

to the difference in the change of biomass of the species, but the latter can be 
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many times greater (e.g. 400 kg/km
2 

annual increase of yield might result in 

1200 kg/km
2 

decrease of biomass). 

Spawning stress mortality was first introduced into Danish model and is now 

used in the NWAFC models. There is a nonlinear interaction between fishing 

mortality-constant over fully exploited year classes, and spawning stress 

mortality-increasing ca 10% per year. Thus it was felt that it would be desirable 

to compute numerical examples of the interactions of fishery and spawning stress 

mortalities for different species with different number of year classes in 

exploitable stock. 

It was furthermore felt that the present and future data from commercial 

catch sampling (e.g. length-age-frequency data) might not be fully comparable 

with data from earlier years when fishery was less regulated than at present. 

2.5 Mortalities 

Several recent investigations show an age dependent spawning stress mortality, 

without providing absolute proof of it. This age dependent mortality may also 

be thought as being caused by decreased vulnerability to gear in larger fish 

and/or emigration of larger (older) fish into deeper water. It was found 

desirable that more basic research be conducted on spawning stress mortality 

(and/or age dependent senescent mortality) in a variety of species; specially 

observations on spawning grounds would be especially desirable. 

Mean (natural) mortality coefficient was considered unrealistic for any species. 

The greatest component of the "natural mortality" in juveniles is the predation 

mortality. Both models compute it at least partially as age (size) dependent 

predation mortality (re. size dependent predation). However, it was felt that 

there is a further need to study and describe age dependent mortality in all 

species by various means (drafts of two related studies were available to the 

workshop) . 
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Exceptionally cold winters are known to cause additional mortality in many 

species. Furthermore, severe starvation might be expected to cause additional 

mortality in fish. It was found desirable to summarize all quantitative observations 

in these subjects. 

The predation mortality must be quantitatively limited (density dependent) 

when the density of prey becomes low. In the Danish model it is limited indirectly 

via vulnerability coefficient. In the NWAFC biomass based model it is limited 

by two factors: a) a prescribed monthly maximum percent of biomass allowed to be 

consumed, and b) with a predation level factor (B/Bt - equilibrium biomass/actual 

biomass) • 

The effects of spatially and seasonally changing predator-prey distributions 

on the predation rates can be included (and studied) only in models with spatial 

resolution (such as DYNUMES). 

It was found desirable to summarize all available quantitative observations on 

disease mortalities. Furthermore, the possible range of errors in mortality 

coefficients should be studied (and reported. on in the next workshop). 

3. DISCUSSIONS OF FULLY MODEL DEPENDENT SUBJECTS 

3.1 Types of grids and initial analysis 

The gridded models such as DYNUMES have several advantages, allowing the 

presentation of space resolution, migrations, differences in space and time of 

predator-prey relations, etc. On the other hand, these gridded models are 

expensive in set up and in computer core and time requirements. The "box models" 

(e.g. Danish model and NWAFC's BBM and PRO BUB models) are sufficient for many 

fisheries research and management problems. The computations in these models 

are done either in mass and/or number units per unit area or per total box area. 
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Whereas the Danish model takes initial input from various available assessments, 

the DYNUMES model needs the initial analysis of input biomasses. This initial 

analysis consists of computing a unique solution to the biomass equations with 

predetermined food composition and food requirements using BBM or PROBUB models. 

With this approach the mean carrying capacity (and/or equilibrium biomasses) can 

be computed. 

The ecosystem models require that all the components of its biota be presented 

quantitatively in the simulation. This presentation is not always possible by 

species, but by groups of species. Feeding habits and food composition are 

recommended as the main criteria for grouping of species. 

Use can be made of quantitative exploratory fishery survey data in biomass 

based models for initial input (spatial analysis). However, these survey data 

must be first converted to total biomass. For this conversion vulnerability 

(to gear) coefficients and availability coefficients are needed. 

It was suggested that the types of outputs taken from the models be presented 

in the form similar to conventional fisheries data in order to make comparison 

easier. Obviously there is no limitation of taking (outputting) of any specific 

data pertinent to special studies. 

3.2 Data inputs 

The input data for the Danish model and for the NWAFC models are considerably 

different. These differences are partly dependent on the type of model, but 

initially (in the model designing stage) caused by the differences in availability 

of data. This pertains also to derived (indirect) data, such as various 

coefficients and rates. Due to differences in the ecosystems ~ se, different 

geographic locations, and especially due to the nature (emphasis) and intensity 

of past fisheries research, the ecosystems simulations must often be designed 

differently depending on available data. However, it was felt that wherever 

possible some conversion factors and methods should be derived for making 

general fisheries data quantitatively comparable. 
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Ecosystem models require more and different data than conventional single 

species models. Thus there will be a reorientation of fisheries data collection 

in the future, when ecosystem models come more into use. Thus the fisheries 

data collection reorientation should be discussed in larger groups with diverse 

fisheries research backgrounds. 

The use of environmental data (and anomalies) in the ecosystem model was 

discussed and emphasized in the areas where seasonal anomalies can be large 

(e.g. in the Bering Sea). 

3.3 Migrations 

The migrations in box models can be described as "boundary values" - i. e. 

the fluxes through the boundaries. Growths and mortalities outside the boxes 

cannot be computed. The migrations are treated in detail in gridded models, 

provided some prior information on migrations is available. Furthermore, the 

dispersal, aggegation, and passive transport by currents is computed in gridded 

models such as DYNUMES. 

The workshop considered that it would be desirable to develop special migration 

submodels which can be fitted to existing ecosystem models. It was suggested that 

the problems of migration be discussed in greater detail in another workshop. 

3.4 Reproduction, recruitment 

The accuracy of the prognoses of the fisheries resources is largely dependent 

on recruitment. However, the processes controlling the recruitment are quantitatively 

poorly known. Considerable time and effort of the workshop was spent in discussing 

recruitment problems and the modeling of this process. 

In the Danish number based model the spawning products are released in a given 

month of spawning. The number of larvae surviving is controlled by an empirical 

formulation which allows lower survival at high number of spawners and high survival 

at low number of spawners. 
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In the present NWAFC biomass based model the recruitment is a function of 

biomass size and of the growth coefficient of the biomass. If a given species 

under special study is divided into a number of age groups, then the recruitment 

is a function of the biomass of the older (sexually mature) age group. Although 

discrete spawning season can be simulated in biomass based models, it has been 

found convenient to consider recruitment as a continuous process, as the spawning 

of most species in the Bering Sea covers a period of three to five months. Further-

more, the eggs when released are considered as a part of the zooplankton and they 

(and the larvae) are consumed during the first few months at the same rate as 

zooplankton. The early recruitment to the biomass of the species is assumed to 

occur at the age of four to six months. Thereafter the recruitment is largely 

controlled by predation by other ecosystem components as well. The recruitment 

level is controlled by modifying growth coefficient, making it inversely 

proportional to biomass level (Bt/p, -- actual biomass/equilibrium biomass; and 

fit/B). 

Several suggestions were made for experimentation with recruitment modeling, 

which included the separation of each biomass into two age groups. 

It was generally concluded that the recruitment (in all prefishery age levels) 

remains one of the important problems to be solved in fisheries research. It 

was also felt that the year class strengths might be determined by predation 

on larvae and juveniles rather than by early survival of larvae. 

4. PLANKTON AND BENTHOS IN FISHERIES ECOSYSTEMS 

Several ecosystem models deal exclusively with plankton production. The 

attempts to compute fishery production exclusively from plankton production 

have, however, not been successful in the past, mainly because the pathways of 



plankton utilization are diverse and greatly variable in space and time. One 

of the main tasks of the fisheries oriented ecosystem models is to determine 

quantitatively the species composition of the ecosystem and the resulting 

utilization of available food resources. Consequently the fisheries oriented 

ecosystem models also need as input the standing crops and/or production of 

plankton and benthos. 

The standing crop data of zooplankton is simulated on the basis of available 

empirical data. The consumption of zooplankton is computed in detail in the 

ecosystem models. However, there is in general a lack of data on turnover rates 

of zooplankton, which is needed for determination of carrying capacity. 

Furthermore, the workshop concluded that there is a lack of quantitative 

data on the predators in the zooplankton, such as jellyfish, ctenophores, and 

chaetognaths which might be important competitors and even predators on small 

fish larvae. Furthermore, little is known on squids as predators of zooplankton 

and fish larvae. 

Standing crop of benthos is usually simulated in ecosystem models as a function 

of depth and type of bottom. The knowledge on the turnover rate (re production) 

of benthos is also poor. 

5. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 

The sensitivity analysis, verification, and validation of large ecosystem 

models pose many problems which have not been attacked by conventional means in 

the past. First, it was suggested that the ecosystem models be described in the 

manner and form in which they would be understandable to a wider group of fellow 

scientists. This would enhance the verification of the models. Beginning of this 

task is made with the skeleton models given in the appendices of this report. 

Detailed descriptions and documentations of the computerized models should be 

available upon request. 
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The error limits of the outputs can be estimated, in some cases, by considering 

the possible error limits in the input data and the formulas used in the model 

where these inputs are used as parameters. This will also lead to verification 

of the results of individual processes. 

It was considered desirable to estimate the accuracy and confidence limits 

of various outputs by different means. Furthermore, special numerical studies 

could be made of some new approaches used in the models, such as dampening of 

errors in recruitment. 

It was specially recommended that some of the model output be tailored to 

produce data which can be validated with conventional fisheries data. Obviously 

new research approaches must also be designed to validate several aspects of 

ecosystem processes and results thereof. 
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Appendix 1 

A Mult;s~ecies Fish Stock A$s~ssment ~odel 

By Erik I/rsin 

"the Danish Institute for Fishery and ~arin~ Research 
Charlottenlund Slot 

DK-2920 Charlcttenlund 
DeMark 

Ab,tract. Th~ basic frame~erk ef the Danish ,~ultil~~eiel mOdel 
(the North Sea model) is descrited in mathematital terms 
~ith emphasis o~ why these terms kere chosen. The full model 
(Ardersen and Ursin, Meddr Danm. Fisk.- eg Havunders., hS, 

"7: 319-435) is com~licated and difficult te take in during a 
lingle lecture. ~hen co"puterized, the basic structure 
described in the lecture tehaves like a 'generalized ' sea 
with four species ~ehaving teo rigidly te te identified with 
any ~articular animll species. 
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Introouction 
c=========== 

.The ",ceel is pri"arily a multispecies extension to the Beverton 
and Helt (1957) fishery mocel. when co"plete it also descrites 
prirary ~roduction as a function cf sunli~~t ano nutrient 
concentration in the water. It kee~s account of nutrient 
transfer fro" water to plant to anirsl; fro~ one aniral to 
another; from ani"al to dead organic matter; from aniral anc 
dead organic matter back intc incr~anic nutrient in the water. 
It also traces biomass transfer in sLch a .ay that consumption 
eauals predation. 

The moeel can be im~le"ented as a closeo box or with an exchange 
of ratter with the surrounding ervironrent (the ocean, rivers). 
It can be set up as a sim~le tox cr as a set of two or more 
boxes .ith migrations across box bcreers. 

The model is basically analytical, but some er~irical relations 
had to be intrOduced to cover problers for .hich no analytical 
so(utien can be offered. The aevanta~e of the analytical mocel 
above the purely er~irical cne is that you can rake use of not 
auantifiable inforration .hereas the empirical model utilizes 
one particular set of eata. For instance, if all you knew about 
the feoo of herring is that it ~as been ascertained in an 
extensive investigation that 5C ~Ct of acult herring's food is 
crustacean plankton weighing less than 2 mg, t~en you can aojust 
the a~~ropriate ~arameter values of an analytical model in such 
a way that the herring of the woeel feed in accordance with this 
inforw8tion. An awk.arc effect of this is that the number of 
degrees of freedom for parareter estiwation is not defined. The 
para"eters can be counted, but the nurter of observations is a 
~isty Quantity. You have in fact ircluded your own indefinable 
'fund ef knowledge of rarine lite'. 

An iwpressive exawple of the purely e"pirical acproach is the 
paper by Lett and Kohler (1976) en herring ara mackerel inter
action in the Gulf of St. La.renee. Such ar approach is gooa 
~hen the data are good. ~ost data sets on ~arire fish stocks are 
defective ~eoause of e.cessive variance and a rultituae of bias. 

The entire model (Andersen ana Ursin, 1977) ~;th all its details 
and e~troiderings is Quite co"~licatee. However, the first araft 
of the model which .as distributed pri~ately ir 1971 is simple 
and rerained the basic fra~e.ork of the final wcdel. It was used 
~y Eeyer and Lassen (1~75) arc Lasser (197E) to describe in 
general terms the biological effects of sYnthetic pollutants in 
the Nerth Sea and is referred to b~ Andersen ard ~rsin (1977, 
~aragraph 5) as 'a reduced woael fcr ra~id cc~~utation'. 

1his skeleton ~odel car ~e cc~~aree te a picture of a man draw" 
~ith such ~old and si"ple strokes that "anyone can see that it is 
a mar, but not ~hich ore. This is 8 ~icture cf a sea with so"e 
s~ec;es in it. Notoay knowS .ric~ sea cr .~ich seecies. It .as 
not t~tlishec in 1971 tecause the authors tearec aecing to the 
pile cf ecosystem roeels which r.ever reach the staQe ot applic-
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I"odel Structure 
~======::======= 

Species Interaction and Beverten and ~clt 

~e shall first s~ecify the ~rebler ty writing the three basic 
differential ecuatiens of the eeverton and Holt singlespecies 
assess"ent moeel upcn .hich "ost acvice on fis~ery regulation in 
Eurc~e is based today. These equations describe mcrtality, 
gro~th and yield, respectively. 

let t te time, w the body weight, N thE number ef fish in one 
~elr class, y the accumulating yield, and F and ~ the fishing 
and natural mortality coefficients:-

dN/et ,: - eF + 10 N(t) 

d", / 0 t ' I: II '" ( t )2/3 - Ie • ( t ) 

dY/ct : F Net) wet) 

F, H, II and k (and the po.ers of weight) are ~ara"eters. N, • 
and Yare vlriatles. They are functicns of tire. ~e want to put 
species indices on all these Quantities and to estatlish species 
interaction by introducing a functioral relationship tet.een the 
rortality and food CO~su"ption because corsured anirals ane 
plants die. The actual ~arameters involved are the natural 
~ortality ~ara"eter ~, and the ccefficient H of the positive 
terr of the growth eQuation. For ~ to te positive there rust be 
sorething to consure. H rust t~erefore te developed as a 
function of food cor.surption, anc so r~st ~. 

To achieve the goal we introduce a fourth differential eQuation 
descriting the fooo ccnsumption of an individual fish. Let R be 
the accurulating food consured:-

dR/at , II: f(t) h wCt)t/3 0 < .. f :<= 1 (4) 

The sirilarity with the first term of the growth eQuation is 
deliberate. The coefficient h is e ~ara"eter. The coefficient f 
;s called the feeeing level anc is a variable. If the fish gets 
everything it can eat we put f .. 1. If it gets a fraction of 
what it can eat, the fraction is f. It it gets nothing at all we 
have f = O. As shown below, the feecing level is not a function 
of ti~e only, but also of all the ~IS end ~IS in the system. 
Assu"e now that orly the traction v cf of the fooo consumed is 
actually assimilatec and available ter growth 8~d basic ~etabol
;5". This fraction is the ~ositive term of the gro~th e~uation, 
ea (2). In other words:-

H :0: v f(t) h 

The Feeding Level 

lhe next proclem is to determine f 25 a function ot available 
foce, ~hi. (The notaticn of Andersen and Ursin, 1977, is aoo~tee 
exce~t tnat greek letters are spellec cut ter technical rea
sons). ~e choose a si"~le hy~erbclic e)press;cn:-
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' I-

f 
] 

I , 
'" 

f :. phi IC phi + Q) 

~here 0 is a para"eter of the 'half saturatic~ constant' type. 
Note that 0 ;s a large Quantity teca~se eo (6) ;s not divioec 
throug~ by the volume of the sea investigateo. By this formula
tion ~e exeress that the feedi~g level increases with increasing 
fooo ccncentration, ra~idly at lew concentraticns and towards an 
asywptete of f = , for high concentrations. An application to 
data tor a cladoceran is illustrated in Fig 1. This curve ca~ be 
derived analytically, taseo on assLm~tions cn the rate of search 
for fcod and the rate of fooo consu~Ption (Andersen and Ursin, 
1977). 

So far so good, tut we must alsc oescribe the availatle food, 
phi. To a first approximaticn phi can te the bio"ass of all 
8ni~als and olants in the sea. let the index i indicate the 
predater and the incex j the prey. 8rackets in the expression 
belcw irdieate, that this is not the final formulation. The 
contritution of each clltegory of prey beco",es (phiij ) .. Nj Wj 
and we get:-

(phi,) .. L (phi., ) = ~ Nj Wj. 
~ j CJ J 

eut this will not co. Suppose that i (the predators) are one 
year old herring and j (the erey) three years old coo. Three 
years old cod are net food for cne )ear eld herring. They are 
too big. It is necessary to introduce 8 coefficient g indicating 
the suitability of j as fooa for i:-

phi,'j := ~ij Nj Wj 

phi, = 2 phi .. = L: 9iJ' Nj w
J
' 'C <= 9 <= 1 (7) 

j (J j 

For 9 = 1 we count all of j's tiem8SS as fcod for i. For g = C 
we count j out entirel). Else, we count the fraction 9 of i's 
bic"8SS as food available to i • 

• nother coefficient could ~e irtrocuced to ascertain for in
stance, that ~elagic animals eat other pelagic ani"als only, tut 
such e"troiderings are not eur p~r~05e in this short overview. 
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Precatcr/PreY Size "atio 

The solution of one preblem creates the next . We must describe g 
IS a function of predator size ard prey size. When the wooel was 
forwulated in 1971 very little _as knc~n about ~rey size 
preferences of fish or other marine an;wals. ~e wade the 
ISSu"~t;cns (1) that there exists e preferred prey size, (2) 
thlt the ratio precator/erey weight rewains the same through a 
predatcr's lifetiwe and, (3) t~at e ~rey t_ice the preferrea 
size ;s as acceptable as a prey half t~e preferred size. 

These assumptions leaa to the conclusion that values of the 
coefficient g are log normally distr;b~ted about the logarithm 
eta of the preferrec predator/prey size ratie. Except for one 
thing: we want to adjust the curve te I maximuw value of one 
insteac of adjusting to an Irea one unaer the curve. ~e are 
therefcre not dealing with prorarilities cf a log normal 
distribution. Denoting the standarc ceviation by sigma ~e have:-

1 
(l n (~i / ~ j ) .• e til ) 

-------------------9" :0: expC-
'J 2 sigma~ 

lD 

.9 

.8 

.7 

.6 

6'5 
.L 

.3 

.2 

.1 

00 
! 

100 

• expC- gamma Cln \oi - ln \oj - eta):!,.) (8) 

10' 

Cod Dab 

loJ 

Fig 2 

10' 

where the parameter gawma is introduced to s;m~lify the expres· 
stone In the present skeleton wocel eta anc sigma are, unreal
istically, treated as universal constants. The parameters were 
est;wated for two fish species (Ursin, 1913) and · there was found 
I fair agreement with available cat a ~hich ~ere - and remain 
fe~. lhe shapes of the curves are she~~ in F;g 2. Fenchel (1975) 
inde~endently develcpec a siwilar ~coel fer the foOd item 
selection of proscbranchs ef the genus HYCrotia. Discrepancies 
frow the expected curve are disc~ssec ty Ursin (1973) and Agger 
ano Ursin (1977), but the hypothesis is retainec so far. 

lhe Pelation of (or.suwction to rertality 

Th;s tr;ngs us te the end of the dEscri~t;or. of food consumption 
ano ~e realize that the total ccnsu"ttien ty all ani"als i n the 
eccs),sterr is:-
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and that this is the q~ant;ty hhic~ ~~st be ex~ressed different
ly to cescrice predation ~ertality. Introducing a ~redat;on 
~ortality coefficient M2 ~e wust heve, in creer to retain the 
wass talante ~ithin the system:-

2",..l. t,. W· c 2.~. f· h· w.¥' 
j JJJ t L

'" 

That is, the total precation .lIortelity 
total consu~ot1on by all preoators i. 
ex~ression for the individual ~red8tion 
of ~rey j as develo~ed belo~. 

Mortality in General 

(9) 

of all ~rey j eouals the 
~hat ;, neeDed is an 
lIortality coefficient ,..~ 

The original expression, ec (1), for the chanse in numters is:-

c1t;Jdt '. - (f + H) N(O. 

" wust be partiticnec into ~recaticn lIortality Hl and residual 
natural lIortality ~1 so that ~e ha~e:-

dN/dt ,c - (f + M1 + MZ) Net). 

One kind of residual mcrtality namely, the censity cependent 
.ortality of young fish, is here cealt ~;th in a different way, 
by transfering it tc the mo~ent e t hatching (see belcw>. The 
rellaining ~1 mort alit y, ~hitheVEr its causes, is treated 8$ a 
constant: ~1 re mains a caralleter j~st like the M (fer adult 
,ish) of Be verten eno Holt, hhereas eensit, de~endent lIortal;ty 
and credation mortality must ce de~elo~ed as t~nctions of some 
rew ~ar8meters. This warrants the -were oetailed treat~ent ot 
these wortalities belo_. 

Preoation ~ortalit, 

The coefficient ~l cf precatien mertality is the li~it of the 
ratio cf the amount corsu~ec <in a tiwe interval) over biomass 
~hen the ti~e ;nter~al decreases to.ards zero. To find the 
a~o~nt ccnsulled we hrite first the s~~ of e~er)thin9 cor.s~med b) 
ell ~redators ;:-

Z(ORj/dt) Ni. 
l 

The feod available tc each precator ;s def;nec above in eQ (5) 
and denoted phii. One ~art, ~hi~ , of ~hii cens;sts of the prey 
j in which ~e Ire interestec. The fraction of j in the fooe 
availal:le to i is Phiij Iphii. The precetor i is eating ;ncis
criwinately out of its available food reso~rces because the 
discriwination is already acco~nted fer ty t~e factors g in the 
ex~ressien for available feeo. T~e ccnsu~ec feoa of i centains 
the sawe fraction of j as the available foce. Therefcre, i's 
lcsses d~e to all kinds of ~recaticn are:-

l(~hf .. Iphi · ) N· oR .. let. 
i LJ ' L • 

Divioing ~, the ciowsss of j .e ~a~e ~l directl, ceca~se using 
infinitesiwal notation it is ret netessar) to cother ateut 
liwitirg.~alues:-
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M2· = ~ «phi .. I~hi·) N. aR·/dt> / (/0 •. ",.) 
J .: 'J ( l' J J 

(1 C) 

Sumwirg over j gives t~e ioentity fermulated in the ~revious 
~aragraph, eo (8). Perhaps it eught te ce mentiened that i anc j 
were used differently cy Andersen ene Ursin (1~77). 

Density Dependent Mertality 

Density aependent "crtality cf young fish is necessary in the 
r.odel. with recruitwent propcrtienal to mature ciomass the moael 
;s not stable: numcers increase ccntinually, feeding levels 
decrease and mean .eig~ts of age grou~s decrease accordingly. 

The siwplest way of introducing eensity aepercent mortality ;s 
by letting it reduce egg nuwcers. Eg~s are hatched imwediately 
in the model. ~ith E the numcer ef eggs spa.nee.e express the 
nutcer E1 of hatchec eggs as:-

E1 -. E (e/ce + E» ( 11> 

where C is a species s~ecific ~ara"eter ane elce + E) is the 
fraction hatched. The expressicn can ce derivec from the mOdel 
descriced in paragra~h 6.1.4 of 8everten ard Holt (1957) by 
putting density independent wortality tc zero, but it can alse 
be considered an em~irical relationship with the effect of 
r.aking the probacility of hatching inversely related to egg 
~roeuction. 

The ex~ression stabilizes the woeel so that, eventually, a 
stationary solution is reachec. In the steaey state the same 
stock cowposition is observed every year on the sa"e cate. ~hich 
steady state is reached de~ends upcn the choice of parameter 
values and is independent of the starting values of numcers and 
bOdy .eights. 

This simple mOdel of density dependent mortality gives an 
unrealistic description of the fcod consuw~tion of fish larvae 
because too many are killed before they start feeding. As 
pointee out by Jones (1978) the larval food consumption amounts 
to a ccnsiderable fraction of the total foed ccnsumption ef the 
steck. Te describe this realistically, a more elaborate model of 
density dependent "ertality is called for (Andersen and Ursin, 
1977, ~ppendix). 

Sphning 

In oreer to retain the age group ccncept of Eeverton ana Holt it 
is necessary to introduce mementaneous s~awning at fiKed time 
intervals at which the mature age ~rou~s loose a fraction pi of 
their ~eight. This cio"ass is divided by the .eight omega of cne 
egg to give the egg nu"ber E trow ~h;cr the nu~ber hatChed, El, 
is calculated as described ato~e. The El larvae form the 
youngest aoe group. The oloer greu~s ~ove one step up the age 
9rou~ laader. The oleest age gro~p ccntains after spa.ning the 
sawe ariwals as tefere, but ~ith memcers of t~e oldest-but-ene 
adde~. Eoay ~eight of the olaest age 9ro~p is recalculatec 
accorein9ly, see below. 
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The ~cdel Set-Up 
K~====:=::====== 

Species Structure ard Starting ~alues 

The redel is here described ~it~ 4 species I, b, c and d, anc 
with half yearly discontinuity toints tc permit spa.ning. lhe 
syste~ is open for introduction cf ratter thrcugh species a ot 
which a constant a~ount is added at the beginning of each 
half year. Exit from the ~ystem is throug~ faeces, metabolism 
(combustion), unspecified M1 mcrtality, density depencent eqg 
~ortality and fishing. 

Species a does not eat, does not wetabolize and coes not 
pro~agate. It is ef no conseouence hc~ much is lett at the end 
of a halt year: the losses in that half)ear are replaced at the 
beginning of the next. This sirulates an annual phytoplankton or 
zooplankton cycle ~ith a spring waximum and an autumn maximum. 

Species b, c and d eat, are eaten, metabolize, oie from unspeci
fied (M1) causes anc propagate at the discontinuity points, with 
a de~sity dependent egg mortality. 

Species b spa~ns t~ice every year, beginning .hen one year old. 
It is a small animal as fer instance a eu~hausid. Species c 
spa~"s ir the autumn, beginning ~hen t~o years eld. It can be 
visualized as a small clupeid. Species d spa~ns in the spring 
and begins ~hen three years olo. It can be visualized as a 
~edium sized gadoid fish. 

~e start the com~utation in the autumn .hen species c has just 
· spa~"ed, and use the initial data set (state vector of numbers 
and bocy weights) listed in latle 1. ~ote the 'empty' entities 
nos. 6, ~, 11 and 13 fcr species c and c which spawn only once a 
year. ~ields are put tc zero at the besinning of the comcutation 
(and at every discontinuity point) ard therefore do net figure 
in Tatle 1. 

Parameter Values 

Some parameters are handled as uni~ersal constants_ They are:-

1. the fraction assimilated of foed ingestee. The v of eo (5); =.y 
2. the prey size ~reference ~araweters of eQ (8): eta = sigma 

' c In 100 = 4.60517 fro~ ~hich ~aWma : .1C851; 

3. the half saturatior. constant of ec (6): Q z 50 000; 

4. the friction of mature tiomass s~a~ned: ~i z .2; 

5. the residual natural mortality: M1 = . • 1. 

Other para~eters must te handled as s~ecies s~ecif;c, or the 
~odel ~culd not wake sense. Their ~urtose ;s to create an;~als 
of cifferent bOdY size and differert steck size. They are the 
coefficient of foee ccnsum~tien h, ee (4), the coetficient k ot 
the regative ter~ cf the grc.th eo~atic~, ee (2), the egg size 
owesa, and the recrult"ert ~ara"eter C of ec (11). lhe values 
usee are listed in Tatle 2. For species a th~rE are t.o ~ara"e
ters cnly, the corstant boey size, • = .UC1 g, and the input at 
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Eggs ar~ made very big in creer to· s~eec up the nu"erical 
integration which has to be certcrwec in short steps for small 
values of w. The relativr gro~th rat~ of very ,oung ani"als are 
unrealistically high in the growth eC~8tion useo. 

The fishing mortality coefficients are as follc~s:-

F, ... ...... Fr .. C 

Heavy 'young clupeio' fishery. 

Ft := • 2 ~odest 'adult clupeid' fishery • 

F. 
,. F,. .. . ... .. F'7 

.. C 

F" • • 5 ~edium fishery for 'adult gadoids' • 

The Differential Equations 

The task is to integrate ' the follo~ing eauations:-

dNi/dt .. - ('-'1 + 1'1 2i + Fi ) p., • 1, .... ,14 « 

d"',-/dt .. v f ' h' 
&/3 - k - 10- .. 2, ,14 

I l Wi , , 
dY,/dt = F - Ni w- .. 1, ,14 

I l 

Not counting the 'e"~ty' index nu~bers this amounts to the 
simultaneous numerical integration of 2~ first order differenti
al eauations. ~t first sight the task is extremely si"~le, but 
for each step it is necessary to evaluate fi a"o ~2i according 
to the descriptions in eaa 4, 6, 7, e, ana 1e, which is a time 
consuming process. 

The irtegration can be performed by sim~ly adding to current 
values of N, w ana Y the values of the differential auotients as 
evaluated for, e. g., one week at a time. A fourth order Runge
Kutta ~rccedure Obtains the sa"e accuracy faster. 

The Discontinuity Points 
------------------------
The ~rocesses of s~a.ning and meving the age groups one step UP 
the ladder are exam~lified telo ... by species b (indices 2, 3 ana 
4). ke designate ty N(2,bef) anc N<2,aft) the numbers in entity 
2 before and after spa ... ning, ard Similarly for the other 
entities and for weights. 

The nuwter of eggs is the biowass ti~es the fraction spa.ned, 
divided b~ egg size:-

E c ~i (~(4,bef) w(4,bef»/cmega 

P.(2,aft) = (E C)/(E + C) (the nuwter of eggs hatchea) 

For the tOdy ~eights .e have:-
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Cllculatin~ w(4,aft) ;s were com~l;cated. After sca.ning the 
weight w(4,bef) is reduced by t~e fracticn pi. ~e .ant a 
weighted mean of this and the so far unchanged w(3.tet). the 
weighting factors being the numbers ~(4,tef) and ~(3,bef). 

Thus:-

(1 - pi) .(4,bef) ~(4,tef) + w(3.bef) N(3,bef) 

w(4,aft) = ------------------------------------------------N(4.bef) + ~(3,bef) 

The si"ilar calculations for s~ecies c and d, s~awning only once 
I year. are describec in Andersen and Ursin (1977. p. 384) and 
it should not be necessary to go into them here. 

Calculation Results 

Someone might want to write a program in order to visualize the 
functicning of the ~odel in which case it is desirable to check 
the out~ut. Hence Table 3 which s~o.s the ccntents of the state 
vector of numbers and tody _eights after t~e first and secone 
half years, before and after spawning. Similarly. Tatle 4 s~cws 
the stationary solution achi~~ed after about 'le years, depending 
on steplength, starting values arc the n~~ter of significant 
digits. 
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Table 3. Trial ru~s. State vecter of nuwbers and tcdy aeights 
after cne and two half years, tefore ard after s~a~n;ng. To 4 
significant digits. 

Species 
ar.d eefere spawning After spa .. ning 

Ent ity h 10 N III 

After first half year 

a 1 19 C;4C .C01C 1 000 COC OllC .0010 

2 76.32 .CtOC 11 960 .0100 
b 3 1 358 .349C H.32 .0600 

4 3 890 .959t 5 248 .6593 
---------------------------------------.-----_._----------------

5 130 700 .Hil2 
c 6 13C 700 .4682 

7 54.69 25.46 
8 83.05 36.06 137.7 31.85 

9 1.997 .0500 
10 871.9 29.35 

d 11 1:71.9 29.35 
12 1.876 115.5 
13 1.876 115.5 
14 .7392 389.2 _.7392 311.4 

After second half year 

• 1 418 60U COO .CC1C 1 COC COC 000 .0010 
----------------------------------------------------------------

2 6 509 .2649 19 2SC .0100 
b 3 7.tS!! .433e 6 5U9 .2649 

4 839.3 1.16C E47.0 .9Z;S1 
-----.----------------------------------------------------------

5 7 066 .02UO 
c 6 16 620 3.C49 

7 16 620 3.049 
8 89.19 27.01 ~C;.19 21.60 

----------------------------------------------------------------
9 .5433 9.5H 

10 .5433 9.516 
d 11 709.7 79.44 

12 7C9.7 79.44 
13 1.701 2H.9 
14 .5398 473.3 2.247 278.5 

12 
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Table 4. 
act';ellec 

Species 
and 

Entity 

After 

a 

b 

c 

d 

After 

8 

b 

c 

any 

1 

2 
3 
I. 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

any 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
e 

Cc"til"uation of 
a tt e r 30 years. 

Befere 
N 

firs t half year 

97 

second 

550 COC 

142 10C 
S3 54(; 
63 140 

3 664 
nene 

769.0 
1 346 

nene 
1.140 

none 
1.C04 

nene 
1.548 

halfyear 

102 80U tOe 

136 CDC 
52 «;90 
61 630 

nene 
1 551 

nene 
1 683 

the t r ; a l 

spa",ning 
\j 

.C01C 

.22'16 

.6462 
1.194 

1.258 

8.243 
17.61 

54.72 

2"4.6 

1 14~ 

.C01C 

.23C1 

.6461 
1.195 

4.324 

17.65 

rio" c1 

1 

1 

Tatle 3 : steacy state 

000 

After 
N 

CCC aUG 

esc; 800 
142 1 UO 
11t 7UO 

none 
,3 664 

none 
2 115 

1.999 
none 

1.140 
none 

1.004 
1.548 

000 cce coc 

841: OuO 
13t oeo 
114 600 

Ii 67.4 
none 

1 551 
1 683 

spawning 
w 

.0010 

.0100 

.2296 

.81OSS 

1.258 

14.21 

.0500 

54.72 

294.6 
917 .0 

.C01O 

.0100 

.2301 

.8125 

.0200 

4.324 
14.12 

.----------------------------------.--.-------------------------
9 1.261 1e.44 none 

10 nene 1.261 10.44 
d 11 1.C65 148.3 none 

12 ncne 1.065 148.3 
13 .9499 4«;0.5 none 
14 1.145 1 195 2.095 815.8 

13 
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ABSTRACT 

The basic formulas of Laevastu-Favorite Bulk Biomass Model (BBM) are given in 

simplest possible (skeleton) form in terms which are similar to those used in 

conventional fisheries population dynamics. Although the formulas have been 

used in ecosystem model, they can be applied with some modifications to a 

succession of year classes, leading to a biomass based multispecies cohort analysis. 

The BBM model uses a discrete time stepping procedure with one month time step. 

When at least one biomass is well known and the mean food composition is 

assumed to remain constant, there exists an unique solution ("equilibrium 

biomasses") for the set of biomass equations for all species in the ecosystem, 

provided they are connected to each other via trophic relations. This solution 

can be obtained with iterative methods as outlined in this report. 
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The recruitment control in biomasses based models is effected via the change 

of the growth rates of individual species. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Bulk Biomass Model (BBM) of Laevastu and Favorite (1978a) has been 

described in technical report and programme documentation which present the 

programme formulation mainly in finite difference form. The mathematical 

background of the skeleton (basic) BBM model is described in this paper~ using 

abbreviations which are conventional to many single species population dynamics 

formulations. 

The equations presented here can be applied to any fish species. The formulations 

and treatment of plankton and mammal (apex predator) are excluded. The biomass 

and trophodynamic equations can also be applied, with some modifications, to a 

single cohort of any species. The numerical behavior of the individual formulas 

is well known and thus not described here. Of the numerous "auxiliary" 

computation formulas, which are used in the Prognostic Bulk Biomass ~fodel 

(PROBUB), only a few are presented in the text. 

The skeleton BBM model is the simplest multispecies ecosystem model. It is 

a biomass based model (in contrast to conventional number based models). The 

biomass growth and mortality is computed in discrete time steps. The biomass 

growth rate is computed from empirical data of annual growth rates and distribution 

of biomass with age. The latter is obtained from the age frequency distribution 

for exploitable part of the population and for the prefishery juveniles it is 

computed with an age-dependent mortality rate (mainly predation mortality) 

(Laevastu and Favorite 1978b). Examples of these two data sets required for 

computation of the mean biomass growth rate are ~iven in Figures land 2. The mean 

biomass growth rate (Yi ) is Yi = E Ya * Ba' where Ya is the growth rate of a given 

age group (cohort) and B is the fraction of total biomass in this age group. 
a 
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The maj or component of the "natural mortality", i. e. the predation mortality 

(or ecosystem internal consumption), is computed in detail with the model as an 

age (and time) dependent parameter. 

2. THE BASIC BIOMASS EQUATIONS 

The biomass (B) of a cohort, species or group of species (i) at the end of 

a given time step (t) (monthly time step is normally used) is computed with a 

well-known formula (1), using biomass from previous time step (t-l) and growth 

rate (coefficient) (g) minus total mortality rate (Z) for this time step (for 

symbols see Chapter 6). 

8i (t) - Zi(t) 
B. = B. * e l.,t l.,t-l 

(1) 

The yield (Y) is computed with a prescribed fishing mortality coefficient ~ .. l. 

It should be noted that all the instantaneous coefficients (growth, mortality, 

fishery) are different than the corresponding conventional coefficient for number 

based models which use annual time step. Thus all these coefficients have to be 

computed on biomass base and for the time step used in the model. 

Y. = B. * e l.,t l.,t 
(2) 

As relatively short time step is used in the computation, the second order 

terms, such as nonlinearities in growth and mortality during the time step, can 

be neglected. Furthermore, the fishing mortality (fishing intensity) coefficient 

must be adjusted to the mean biomass present. If the biomass changes considerably 

during the course of the computation and a predetermined yield per unit time is 

required, the fishing mortality coefficient must be multiplied by a factor of 

mean (base) biomass divided by actual biomass (~i t = ¢~, * (B./B. t)' , ... l. l., 
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The growth coefficient is computed in each time step, accounting for the 

effects of starvation in the previous time step: 

(3) 

If there was no starvation in previous time step (Si,t-1 = 0), the rate of 

growth (gi(t)) "will take the prescribed value g~, but if the species was not able 

to get all the food required for maximum growth rate (Ri(t))' the prescribed 

growth rate will be reduced by the ratio of the amount of food which the 

species was not able to get during the previous time step (S. 1) over the total 
1.,t-

amount of food required by the biomass to grow under unlimited conditions 

(Ri ,t-1). Both values are available from previous time step and the possible 

error caused by this necessary backstepping choice is again minimized by the use 

of short time step in the computations. 

The initial (prescribed) growth rate is presented in past BBM models as a 

harmonic function over time to take account of seasonal differences in growth 

o 
(gi = Yi + a i * cos (a it - Ki )) where Yi is the annual mean growth coefficient, 

a. is half of the magnitude of its annual change, a. is the phase speed and K 
1. 1. 

is the time lag to reach the maximum. Furthermore, in full BBM models the 

growth rate is made a function of either surface or bottom temperature. Growth 

rate is also a recruitment parameter in biomass based models (see Chapter 4 below). 

The mortality rate (Zi(t)) is the addition of all negative rates of changes 

representing thus the total mortality rate: 

(4) 

All rates of change are presented as instantaneous coefficients and are 

therefore additive. Fishing mortality (~i(t)) and natural mortality from old age 

and diseases, including also spawning stress mortality (~i) are prescribed, but 
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the predation mortality coefficient ( S. 1) is computed trophodynamically in 
1,t-

previous time step from the ratio of consumption of the species over its 

biomass (Si t-l = In(l - (C i t-l/Bi t-l)))' , " 

The general time dependent scheme of computations is given in Figure 3. 

3. TROPHODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 

The amount of food eaten by a species i (Ri(t)) with unlimited food 

availability is: 

(5) 

where r. is the prescribed daily ration (in fraction of body weight daily) and 
1 

T is the length of time step in days. If the growth rate (g~) is made a harmonic 

function over the year, r. must also be made a harmonic function 
1 

(r. = p. + d. * cos (a.t - K.)). 
1 1 1 1 1 

If the food supply of all food items for a given species would be unlimited, 

we could compute the consumption of each food item (e.g. the consumption of 

species j by species i (C .. )) from the food requirement (R.) and the fraction of 
J,1 1 

species j (prey) in the food of species i (predator) (TI. .): 
1, J 

C. . = R. * TIi . 
J,1 1,t ,J 

In this case the total consumption of species i would be: 

(6) 

C. = L C. . (7) 
1 j 1,J 

and the starvation would be zero. However, some food might be in limited supply and 

only part of the biomass of a prey is usually accessible as suitable food (re size 

dependent feeding). The vulnerability of one species (prey) to another species 

(predator) is prescribed by average composition of the food of predator. Therefore 

the fraction of the each species which is allowed to be consumed in each time step 

is prescribed in BBM model (p.), considering mainly the size composition of the 
J 

biomasses of individual species. Furthermore, substitution of low-availability food 

items with high-availability items must be used. However, conditions can arise 
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where full substitution is unrealistic and partial starvation will occur. 

There are various ways of computing the actual consumption with the above 

described limitations. The following serves as an example. First, the fraction 

of biomass of a given species consumed in previous time step (month) (p ) is 
a 

compared to the allowable fraction (P.). If the actually consumed fraction 
J 

exceeds the allowable fraction, then the prescribed mean fraction of this species 

in the food of the species under consideration is decreased (~ .. = p./p * ~i .). 
~,J J a ,J 

The new food composition for the species i is summed and the missing fraction of 

food requirement is divided between these food items which had an ample supply 

in proportion of their occurrence in the mean food composition (prescribed at 

the start of the computations). However, if the missing fraction is large 

(e.g. in excess of 40% of food requirements), part of this missing fraction is 

recorded as starvation. The latter part of this approach requires thus several 

subjective decisions and can require a lengthy computer program. 

4. RECRUITMENT IN BIOMASS BASED MODELS 

The recruitment is usually depicted in number based models as a time dependent 

discontinuity, relating it to discrete spawning period. In the biomass based model 

the spawning can be treated as a continuous process. This consideration is more 

acceptable if we think in terms of size groups rather than age groups, a long 

spawning period and consider variations in growth of individuals belonging 

otherwise to the same age group. 

Considering a continuous recruitment to all size groups and assuming (a) that 

there are no exceptionally strong or weak year classes of postlarval juveniles, 

the recruitment would be proportional to the biomass present. The variations 

in postlarval recruitment would be depicted in biomass based model by the 

variations of growth coefficient in the species biomass (if the species is 

treated as one unit). This is shown in Figures 1 and 2, where high growth rate 
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in postlarval juveniles (dotted line in Figure 1) and an increase in biomass 

of these postlarval juveniles (dotted curve in Figure 2), would result in 

increased overall (mean) growth coefficient for the species. (A strong year class 

of older fish would lower the mean growth coefficient.) 

On the other hand, large spawning biomasses are known to produce proportionally 

smaller year classes and small spawning biomasses are known to produce 

proportionally large recruitment (year classes). Therefore, the recruitment 

could be regulated (controlled) in biomass based models, making the growth 

coefficient inversely proportional to biomass present. 

o 0 E 
g = g. x B./B. t I c 1 1 1,-

where B~ is the equilibrium or mean biomass of species i. This computation can 
1 

be done in the models in prognostic mode after the determination of the 

equilibrium biomasses. 

E The factor B./B. 1 dampens the possible fluctuations of recruitment rather 
1 1, t-

heavily so that the much above or below 

has been found somewhat more acceptable 

average recruitment does not appear. 

to use the term V B~ /B . I instead. 1 1,t-

could be generally noted that in contrast to number based models, the biomass 

models are not oversensitive to errors in recruitment computation. 

5. MODEL INPUTS AND THE UNIQUE SOLUTION AS EQUILIBRIUM BIOMASSES 

It 

It 

If the biomasses of all species in the ecosystem do not change over a year 

(i.e. previous January biomass is the same as actual January biomass), then we 

can say that the biomasses are in equilibrium. This implies that the growth 

of the biomass equals its removal by mortalities (specially by predation). If 

we want to achieve this equilibrium, we can change either growth rate, mortality 

rate, or biomass level itself. The growth rate is determined by empirical data 
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and the other factors, such as temperature, are assumed in the equilibrium case to 

be the same from one year to another (although seasonal changes can occur). Fishing 

and other mortality rates are also assumed to remain the same from one year to 

another. The predation mortality (consumption) must then balance (together with 

other mortalities which remain unchanged) the growth rate. This balancing can be 

achieved if the biomass levels of the predators are adjusted at the end of each 

year so that at the end of the iterations biomass of one January is the same as in 

the next January. This adjustment can be done by finding a unique solution to the 

biomass equations of all species (or groups of species) in the ecosystem. This 

unique solution exists when one of the biomasses and the consumption by that 

biomass is predetermined (assumed to be known and fixed). In this case an iterative 

solution can be applied to adjust the biomasses of other species once after each 

year's computation: 

B i,t12,0 

where B. 12 ° is the new (adjusted) biomass for December, B is the 1,t , i,t12,a 

previous December biomass, B. b is the biomass of previous January (computed as 
1, 

next step from B. 12 ), B. is the computed biomass in January one year later 
1,t,a 1,a 

and k is an iteration constant (3.5 to 10, depending on the state of convergence). 

Forty years or more of computation is needed before the solution converges to 

a unique (equilibrium) solution. The speed of convergence is among others dependent 

how close to equilibrium values were the initial guess biomasses at the start of 

computation. 

The model requires as input a number of species specific constants (see 

Chapter 6). Besides these, the biomass of at least one species must be prescribed 

as known (i.e. not altered in iterative adjustment). The biomasses of other 

species must be initially prescribed as the best first guesses. The first guess 

values of the consumption (C) can be computed by assuming C. to be eight percent 
1 

of Bi per month. 
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In order to determine the carrying capacities of given ocean regions with 

the model and to obtain realistic equilibrium biomasses, the model must include 

all species. Computer capacity as well as basic information available does not 

usually allow the specification of all species separately, but many species must 

be grouped into ecological groups, where the composition of food and feeding 

habits are the main criteria for grouping. 

6. SYMBOLS FOR CONSTANTS, CALCULATED PARAMETERS, AND STATE VECTORS 

Constants 

u. - phase speed, time step dependent (e.g. 30 degrees per month, radians) 
~ 

Yi - annual average instantaneous growth rate 

~i - instantaneous fishing mortality coefficient 

d. - half amplitude of annual change of food requirement (fraction of body 
~ 

cr. 
~ 

K. 
~ 

~i 

1T. • 
~,J 

r. 
~ 

Note: 

weight daily) 

- half amplitude of annual change of growth rate 

- annual average food requirement (fraction of body weight daily) 

- phase lag (in radians) 

- instantaneous rate of mortality (other than predation mortality) 

- fraction composition of prey j in the food of predator i 

- fraction of biomass j allowed to be taken in one time step (month) 

- prescribed rate of food requirement (fraction of body weight daily) 

- prescribed instantaneous growth rate 

The latter two parameters (r. and g~ can also be computed if y. and p. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

and related constants are prescribed). 
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Dynamically calculated parameters 

gi,(t) 

Zi(t) 

BE 
i 

- calculated instantaneous growth rate 

- calculated total instantaneous total mortality rate 

- equilibrium biomass 

State vectors 

B. 
~,t 

Ci(t) 

Ri(t) 

Si(t) 

Yi(t) 

c .. 
J,~ 

- biomass of species i at time t 

- consumption of species i (predation) during time step t 

- food requirements 

starvation (the amount of food missing from the full food requirement 

consumption of species j by predator i 
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3. List of symbols. 

4. Programme listing with annotations. 

1. PURPOSE OF THE MODEL 

Biomass based ecosystem simulation models must be adapted to available data 

from given regions. Thus no ecosystem model is universally applicable without 

considerable reprogramming. Some basic approaches and formulas are, however, 

used in all biomass based ecosystem models. The following skeleton bulk 

biomass model (SKEBUB) is an example of the simple bulk biomass ecosystem simulation 

model and shows also the method of iterative solution to equilibrium biomasses. 

Furthermore, it serves to explain the working of discrete time stepping ecosystem 

models in general. 

2. SEQUENCE OF COMPUTATIONS AND OUTLINE OF THE PROGRAMME 

The enclosed example programme contains only five species/groups of species: 

herring (and other pelagic fish), pollock in two age groups, flatfishes, and 

"fish food benthos". Marine mammals are lumped in one group and consumption 

by them is used as a "forcing function". Zooplankton standing stock is simulated 

with a harmonic formula. 
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The DATA statement introduces the main growth rates, their harmonic constants, 

food requirement coefficients and their harmonic constants, monthly mean pollock 

(group 2) biomass (if there is a desire to keep it constant), mean composition 

of food, and maximum allowable consumption of the species per time step (month). 

After setting the zooplankton constants and zeroing the arrays, the initial 

biomasses and their initial consumptions are introduced. 

The computations start with the simulation of zooplankton standing crop, 

whereafter the consumption by mammals is computed. 

The computation of growth, mortalities, and consumption of the fish species 

and benthos follows species by species. Within these computations the feeding 

subroutine FOCONS is called which also recomputes the composition of food 

according to availability, as well as possible starvation. 

The "month end computations" include the computation of fraction of biomass 

consumed, transfer of fraction of juvenile pollock ("pollock oneil) to adult 

pollock ("pollock two"), and outputs. 

The iteration of equilibrium biomasses is carried out with variable iteration 

constant. A "recruitment control" is computed before increasing the month account. 

Subroutine PRIFLD is called for printing of outputs and subroutine FOCONS is called 

in species computations for recomputing of food composition, for computing of 

consumption (predation), and for estimation of possible starvation. Additional 

comments can be found in the enclosed programme. 

3. LIST OF SYMBOLS 

AGA - iteration constant 

AL - (not used) 

ALP - phase speed (30 deg) 

'I , 
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BE - benthos biomass 

BEC - consumption of benthos 

BEE - "equilibrium" biomass of benthos 

BEl - "adjusted" biomass of benthos 

BEJ - monthly mean consumption of benthos 

BEM - annual mean biomass of benthos 

BEP - percent consumption of benthos (per month) 

BK - phase lag of maximum food requirement 

BM - biomass of marine mammals 

BP - annual mean food requirement (% body weight daily) 

BR - half of annual range of food requirement change 

C - intermediate (instantaneous coefficient of predation mortality) 

CO - percentual composition of food 

D - intermediate (in FOCONS) 

DI - intermediate (in FOCONS) 

DlF - difference in biomass in two adjacent Januaries (year apart) 

FBM - total food consumption by mammals 

FC - fractional food composition of flatfish 

FF - flatfish biomass 

FFC - consumption of flatfish 

FFE - equilibrium biomass of flatfish 

FFl - "adjusted" biomass of flatfish 

FFJ - monthly mean consumption of flatfish 

FBi - annual mean biomass of flatfish 

FFP - percent consumption of flatfish (monthly) 

FFS - starvation of flatfish 
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FM 

FOOD 

G 

GB 

GG 

GIK 

GK 

GR 

HC 

HE 

HEC 

HEE 

HEI 

HEJ 

HEM 

HEP 

HES 

I 

IS 

J 

K 

KIK 

L 

LAL 

LL 
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- yield (catch) 

- fishing mortality coefficient 

- total food consumption 

- annual mean growth coefficient 

- storage array for mean growth coefficient 

- growth coefficient (intermediate) 

- phase lag of maximum growth 

- phase lag for maximum growth coefficient 

- half of the annual range of growth coefficient change 

- fractional food composition for herring 

- herring biomass 

- consumption of herring 

- equilibrium biomass of herring 

- "adjusted" biomass of herring 

- monthly mean consumption of herring 

- annual mean biomass of herring 

- percent consumption of herring 

- starvation of herring 

- counter 

- species number 

- counter 

- month 

- maximum number of years computed 

- year 

- year when equilibrium biomasses are expected 

- year count (in PRIFLD) 
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LR - number of experiment (run) 

N - counter (in FOCONS) 

NP - previous month 

P - maximum percent biomass allowed to be consumed 

PCO - percent consumption (in PRIFLD) 

PC - fractional food composition of "adult" pollock 

PIM - phase lag of maximum mammal standing stock 

PIP - consumption divided by biomass 

PIZ converted phase lag in zooplankton 

PV - (not used) (monthly mean biomass of adult pollock, if kept constant) 

PW - food requirement (computed) 

Pi - juvenile pollock biomass ("pollock one") 

PiC - consumption of juvenile pollock 

PiE - equilibrium biomass of juvenile pollock 

P1I - "adjusted" biomass of juvenile pollock 

P1J - monthly mean consumption of juvenile pollock 

P1M - annual mean biomass of juvenile pollock 

PiP - percent consumption of juvenile pollock 

PiS - starvation of juvenile pollock 

P2 - adult pollock biomass ("pollock two") 

P2C - consumption of adult pollock 

P2E - equilibrium biomass of adult pollock 

P2I - "adjusted" biomass of adult pollock 

P2J - monthly mean consumption of adult pollock 

P2M - annual mean biomass of adult pollock 

P2P - percent consumption of adult pollock 

P2S - starvation of adult pollock 
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R - intermediate for percent of consumption of biomass 

RAe - factor for conversion of degrees to radians 

S - starvation mortality coefficient 

se - sum of unchanged fraction of total 

SD - sum of fractions of food missing 

SM - mortality coefficient (from old age and diseases) 

SMA - starvation, amount of food missing (in FOeONS) 

SP species biomass (intermediate) 

SS - starvation (in percent of food missing) 

SU - sum (intermediate) 

T - month (intermediate) 

ue - fractional food composition of juvenile pollock 

Z 

ZK 

ZO 

zoe 

ZOM 

- coefficient, 

phase lag of 

- zooplankton 

- consumption 

- annual mean 

growth minus mortalities 

maximum zooplankton standing 

standing stock 

of zooplankton 

zooplankton standing stock 

ZOP percent of zooplankton biomass consumed 

ZR - half annual range of zooplankton change 

stock 

) , 
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~'(14)=(w( 14)*N( 141 +W(13)¥j'H131 )"IIN( 141+N(13» 
N(14)=N( 3.lilil~, ________ ~ _______________________________________________ ___ 
00 2::.i0 1=1,4 
J=14-j, 
v. (J 1= .. (J-ll 

2~0 I'.(J)=NIJ-l) 
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EN D 
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4. PROGRAMME LISTING W~TH ANNOTATIONS 

tllllllllllllllllllll'llllillillllllllllllllllllllllill111111111111111111111 

PKOGRAM S~tbU3 I1NPUT,OufPuT) 
.J:J.liirHl1L.1.J",ijJ.j Z 0 j 1 3 Lt.LD.<:.LD.LLl1tlJ .... UJ.liE..Ll3..LB. ELLU..LI~ • .Lau;t='-'p:..J{w)_~3'-'w.'--_ ____ . _______ _ 

2H E:( 13 ), Hd. 113 ), H E: PI 13 ) , HE:::' I 13 b P 1 113), PIC I 13 ) ,p Ii' 113 ), PIS ( 13) , 
_ ____ _ .jE....::: I 1 J ) , r.;: c U...l.LJ~2.li..LU, t', S ( l ·jJ..t.ll.i..l...llJ.f .... EL..Ll.ll...t£..Etl.L3.l .. £f....<i.1l.3 L,) .0-____ _ _ ____ _ 

'tGlo),GRlb),GKlol.aPI6),tiKlol,8Klb),FM(6),SMI61,PV(13), 
_ _ _ ~~_ .... J'-!."-'-"w.L ....... ,w[ ..... S ..... · ,,-,-Z.ill, I R • Z/<, .Jl.E..EJ B f [ • Of,' • H F t ' H f- I • H f- " • P 1 E .L..E.1..1 .J.,[ .J..' .r:.P"L,) ..>J.!~, ______________ __ _ 

oPc:t,P2l,P2J,FFE,FFI,FFJ,SM 
, ... _____ ---.l..l..l:iCLt.l.lLlJ..C...Lb.u PC (!l I ,.....E.CJ.b.u .... f:...l.il..L .. .R....l6..l. CO, 6 ,. (ilH1l!, ___ _____ ___________ _ 

C 
C 

OATA G/U"O.l't,O.090,O.12~,O.O'It,Ll.0581, " 
______ _ ~2~G~~~.~bJ~ . Q4 2 5 . Q . Q5 7 5 ,~~~.~2~4~1J' _______ ~-+ I _____ r-_________ ____ _ 

3GK/210.,210.,240.,210.,21u.,240,1, ~ 
. ___ _____ "1 D P I lLJ_iLLl .... Q.LOJ,l.B....0_O"""""O_Q1..d .... .J.i.U"-LU....ti1.O!t...bI,. _____ _ + _ _ _ ____________ _ _ _ _ 

~bK/O.JO,,0.0Qb,O.OLl7,O.0032~,O.LlLlZ25/, D' 
______ ----,0 b K I 2 J.. U • , (,j,jJ~.Q • ,2.1 0 • ....LU"'O ,.J~""".L, 1-1.1.' _ _ ______ ''-[' __ a_t_a_J._n_p_u_t ______ ~------

· 1FM/C.,O.'u.OOb,O.002,O.Oi~,O.OOdl, 
________ __ ~2dS.~M~/~O~.~,~QLL.~_~~~Q~2L,~Q~.~V~v~3~,~Qu.~UuG~·2_?~·L~ ______________________________________________ ___ 

3,PV/13*1750.1 I 
itJ H\: I ~ 4 ., Q ,0, 2,1 2. , 1 • J Q .2..1 : 
:;uC/o1..,<::.,J,O'JIt.,2.,1.1, I 

__________ ~oPCL40.,lQ.,1~J_2~L-L~J~/~' ______________________ ~------------________________________ _ 
UC/u.,77,':;,2.,6.,O,"),6.I, ) 
df-/40.,11.,b.,9.,5.,b.1 

C*. h~}UCJPC,~C PE~CENT CGM~CSITiON LF FOOD 
c** r MAX. CONS. A.L~~L~O~H~E~D~ ______________________________________________________________ __ 
C Ii SPECltS J CH~NGING,MAM~AL CONS, CGNSTANT 

lK=24J. 
LI\=21 0 . 
AL=O.023:5 

SKVC uKIGIN~~GwT~ 

lie bU.l. 1=1,6 

(·~Z~O-O-p"l'a-n"k~t~o-n--c-o-n-s-.~t-an~t-s----------------------------------

Co~~ __________________________________________________ ___ 

Ga(l)=GII L) __________________________________________ ~ ____________ ~ ______________ ___ 

O.Jl CGr'lTI/';uc 
C Lt<. - IWi1ciEf<. CF EXPERIMENT 

Lk=21 
PRINf ~Ou,LR 

30C FORMArII15x,6HRUN NO,I6L) 
___ c:=-. uG ,-GLt'S 1. AIW 2 - lE RC ARRAY S 

00 I 1=1,13 . 
z.u I I I = Z 0 P ( 1 ) = H E P ( I ) =H E S ( 1 I .. (j • 
6tP(11=Plr(I)=PIS(I)=P2P~I~1~,~=~P~2~-S~--I-I-)-=-O-. --------------------------------------------------
frP(ll=FFS~(~I~I~=~O~.~ ____________________________________________________________________ __ 

1 CC,'ITl/';JE 
tJO 2 1=1,13 
lu ell) = tl i: I 1) ,. BE C ( I ) ~H E( 11 "'rl t C ( 11 = U • 

__________ ~P~II )=PiC([)=P2~1~1~)=~F~2C~(~IL).~=~O~. ________________________________________ ~~ ______________ __ 
rFlLl=Ft-CI1J=O. 

<:: CLNTI~~~u~E~ ____ ~~~~~-----------------------------------------------------------------
~ ~~Ti:K INl11~L GuESS FIELDS 
~ .... ...;, ... ,PuTL LUTiAL IGUfS·Sl C:llbt;,1 t' T10 i'i 

Ct (~ ~ I: oc I= Btt=3 0 00 . 
dEC (it: I =IH..,=BEI 12 )*0.10 
Ht(12)=HEI=HfE=4200. 
hi:: C ( l. d =rl t J '" H [( 12) * O. Od . 



7 :>114 OpI =J 

Pi~(121&~lJ=Pl(lZl*0.09U 

______ ..Lp~2..J.(....11...c;.,..L1 = En == p 2f == 1 7 50 • 
r2CI121=P2J=?2(121*O.10 
ftl12!=Er i=fFE=3000. 
FH .. Il.!I"t-EJ=fE(lZI*O.05 

C ** "'* ."'.* 
l:*;.******* 
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FIN 't.1*476 

_______ JOuu~' ~i~l .Ll~=AlL,~6 ___ ~T~rAa~D~s~f~eLr-uoLf-aa~l~JoolwJaab~lee~co~nnssw~m~~~t~1~'o~n~----~-------------
°xlll=PIII into permanent array _____ 4~2~l CONT1~V~c~ __________________ ~ ____________________________________________ __ 

l: LLLPLANKILN SkMULATION 
1<.=1 :j, r",,, 
kAC=O.Ol74533 
ALP=30.*~, ____________ ____________________________________________________ ___ 
Pil=ZK*k~C 

20 iGIKI=ZCM.Z~*COSIALP*T-PILl 

l.C1"I=lOIKI*60. 
K=6+1 
T"'I<. 
1 F (K-i;l ) 20,20,21 

21 PKINI 2Z} (lOIIlJl=ldZ) 
L~ EUKMA) 1115A}13HZuOpL. KG/KM2,12t&L~OLILI ______________________________ ~ ___ 

C MAi1i'iAL$ 
t f!. - I",u(\; Tn C - YEAR 

K=l 
C LAL ~ NUMBER OF YEARS FO~ EQ~ILlbRluM IfERATIDN 
~ ~iK - ferAL NJMaER OE YEARS L~ COMPUTATIONS 

LAL =40 
K!1<.=4b 
L=l 
PRINT 20c)}L 

_____ --..!~(j_t: t-Gkjoj AI \ 1/5X, 4HHAR d6/) 
2'; T=r<. 

C CGNSUMPTrUN BY ANIMALS 
C lHl~ is IriE uNLY PRtSC~rSED ANU FIXED BIOMASS AND ° ca~s MPIIO~ 

________ ~420 PLM=llO . *K~C 

207 
19 

24 
C 

20b 

~5 
~o 

bM=(l.~+i.u*COS(~LP*T-prM)I*10U. 

fBI"! =BI'1*O . jb* 30 . 
LO~IK.)"Ei.lI"I-'I<O.lZ 
liEl:(K)=FdM>I'O.l~ 

HEc(/\)=FuM~O.18 

PIe (1\ I =f-d 14*'0.29 
P2L (r<.l"'f-j ~i*O .10 
FECIKI =FdM"'O.lv 
IF(L-LALI2u8,207,20~ 
PRiNT 19.,K,BM 
fG,<I'ij;f(//5.<,18HMAMhAL BI-OMA$S, l'la'ol"b,F8.0/) 
I-' r{ 1 ~ T 2 I" (L 0 elK I , BE C I K. I J hI: C (1\ I j P 1 (. I K I , P 2C 1 K I J FE elK) ) 
FUKMtd(1I5)(, 14IiCUNS. BY l'IM1N.,H8.01l 
BENTHOS 
1,)=2 
NP "'K-1 Setting of "previous montb ll index 
IF(NPI~!),27,26 

Nt' =12 
(,(,=Gl1SI . 
P iF "'j EC (N P 1/ BE (NP I 
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~~~~Ailll_~~, ______ 7uj~/L7L4~ __ ~WLr~T~=~1 ____________________________ JE_TuN~4~.~~ub ________ ~04J_LOL29 08.22.40 

'ui PLP:2.*Hb)*O.Ol 
'd.,J L=ALUG!l.-t'lPI . 

l =(;G-~I'1 lIS 1 +C 
HE IKJ. Qc \ N~ I * EXP(ZI 

C HE~KING 

IS" 3 Species number 
IF(HE(NP»)6Q,60,.?2 

______ ~---~~P=H c ~I Nr~~(~~~PJ1-----------------l_r~~~~ __ --~~~--~~--~ ____________________ ___ 
IF(Plr~luO.-2.*P(IS))412,~12,413 \ Conversion of consumption to 

________ ~4.l3 ~IP=2!!£1L~L- L)*~O~.O~1 __________________ ~;_i-n-s~t-a-n-t-a-n_e_o~_ u_s ___ c_o_e_f_f_i~c_i_e_n_t~. ______________________ __ 
~l~ C=ALuGI1.-PIP) :I 

___________ ""-S..:;.=""A""'L""'u""'G->.-O. - d ~ S IN P ) I H E (NP I ) 
J.FIL-LI-IL):-.I.,,:H,5j 

!:II GG=(,! . 
(,U TU .?~ 

:;3 G1K=GKI1SI*RA 
G G = G ( I S I +(, K ( I S I * C OS ( ALP *T - (j I K I 

Recom~utation of growth 
coefflcient 

__________ ~5LS~Z..::.=~G~G~-JS1llJL~~+~s~*~Q~.~5~--------------~T~o~t~a~l--"~b~i~o~m~a~s~s~c~h~a~n~g~e~I-'~c~o~e~f~f~l~·c~i~e~n~t~ ____________ __ 
HE: I K) =HE I N P 1 *EX P (l) Herring bi omass 

______________ S~P~: ~Hc (w~~ _________________________ _{-~~----~~~~--------------------____________ _ 
HE(KI=rlEIK)*EXPI-FMIISII Fishery (yield) 
f-L=Si'- 11E IK 
IFIL-LALjJl,209,209 
PKilH 3uJ 1(, EL 

~0 FLKf,AT(I/~X,14HHEK. CATCH, M",lu,F8.0/) 
31 IF! L-L AlI 3.) 33 
3'1 Gli<=BI\(lSI*KAC 

h~ = i:i P 11 S 1 + d R I I S I *C 0 S ( A 
Cut 11 =rl(.( 11 
CG( 2 J= HC( *9E NP 
Cu(3 J =HC (j I*HE (Nt' II HEE 

requirement coe ff icient 
ut ation 

______________ C,~G~I~4~1~=~H~CI~_L*~P~1~{ llN~PLI ~/~P~1~E--~--------r---------------------------------------------------
CuI !:II "H\,I::;) *1'2-( NP I /P2E 
Cu\61=HC 61*FF NPI/FF 
5lJ=0. \. 
DO 50 [=l/~ 1 Recomputation of food composition 

--------------7~~u-=~S~u~+~CG ~I~J.~)-----------------------I~----~~------------------~-----------------------

') 6 C L i~ TIN v E I 
DO 77 1=1,6 ! 
(.C(lI= C[(n*lOO.I$U I 

5-' CLiNTINiJE, I 
GO TO 3:> 

-----------~-~~p~· ~~.=-d~P(l~S~I------------------------'I-----------------------------------------------------

________ -"'-u""-u ~_~ 6 
LOI1l=I1CI11 ) 
C eN T d~ \oJ E .:-:---::--:-::-__ ~--=:-:---------_:;:;~""T';'----__:_----_;_---~ 

j') CALL !-uCUNSIK,PW,SS,HE,CLJ,P-,R,lUC,oE,C,htC,P.IC,P2C,FFC,L,LAU Feeding sub-routine call 
HcS(KI=~S Herring starvation (relocation) 
G(' 10 luI 

60 H f: ( ~ 1= 1. 
C ~LLLwCK C~E 

cul 1~=4 
1 H P 1 (;'1 P I I 70, 70, !) 2 

bL PIP=PICINI'IIPIINPI 
1~IPl~~10J.~2.*P(ISI141~J~1~,41' 

Other spec.ies computations follow the 
same sequence as herring above 

~15 PJ.I)=2.*PI iSI*O~.O~l ______________________________________________________________ ~ ____ __ 

~l~ ~=ALUG(l.-I'IP) 
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~~~~t~b~IJwbL-_~Z~'u/~7~~L--4[~IP~T~a~1 ________________ 7.~F~T~i~~4~.~7'~*~4H7~o~----~~/7~ 06.22.40 

S=ALuGI lo-PlSI NPI IPlINP I) 
lrIL-LMLlbl.61. 63 

01 ('~=Gll.i) 

('0 TU 04 

o 3 (, I " = (, t<. I I :;, ) * R.A C 
GG=GI 1 Sl tGkl ISI*COSIAl P*T-GlKI 

0'1 Z=\>G-SMtLSl+C+5*O.5 
__ -------~p~1~I~K~I~=~~~~~EaXLP~(~ZLI ____________________________________________________________ __ 

·Si'=Pl(t<.) 
P 1 ( K 1= P 1 (r<. I *E xP (- EM II S I ) 
Fl=SP-P1IKl 

____________ ~1~E~I~L-_&L~~Llly2.21Q,21Q 
llG PklNT 65,K,Fl 

OJ FORMATIII~X, 15HP~Jl~C~A~T~~~b~.~!1~=~.~r~6~,~f~8u.~Q~/~) ______________________________________ __ 
IbL IFIL-LAlJb~,69,6B 

co Glt<.=dK\i31*KAC 
f' fj = bPI J. S) +d K lIS) *CO:) I AU'* T-G r K) 
CO(1);UCIll 
C~(2)=uCIZJ*9E(NP)/BEE 
CuI 3 I =LI C 13 ) *H E I N P I I H E<->E~ ___________________________________ ___..:. _ _________ _ 
luI 4) =Lle I 'I} *i'l I t\P lIP lE 

~-------~C~C~(~~~-)~=~U~C~IJ}*P~2~1~~~P~I~/~P2~E~--------____________________________________________ __ 
CL(6}=UC(ol*FFINP}/FFE 
SU=O. 
uu 00 1=1,0 
~iJ::SU+C(J(ll 

00 CDNTi}~UE 

ClO 07 1=1.0 
CuI 1) ::CUI II *100 ./SU 

_ ______ --->67 . C Ol~ r r N u E 
GJ Tll 36 

oe; f w: BI"I IS) 
DO 311 1=1,0 
CL(J ) ::Lle (11 

311 C Did lIw t: 
________ -=30 CALL EIJCJi'lJIK,PW,SSIP1,CL,eJ~,LO~,b[C,tlEC,P1C,P2C,ffC,L,LhL) 

~· .l.S(K):S5 

GO TO ~02 
7(j P lC 1<.) :<l. 

C PCLLuCK r~o 

202 IS=5 
'lul iF(PlINP)) I.I O. UO.72 
7~ PIP=P2CINP1/P2(NP} 

__________ ~luFJ(~P~1~P~*~k~V~v~'*P(~SI141QJ.~;ul~o~.~~ul~7~ ___________________________________ ~ ___________ _ 
't.l.i' HP=2.*P(lSI*O.Ol 
~1b C=AL ~ G(l.-P[PI 

5"'AL GG I 1. -<'25 INP) IP2 IN? I) 
U(L-LAll71, "llt73 

7J. G\.i"~(I51 

G TJ 7 ~ 
73 ~iK=GKII51*RAC 

GI.i=G(IS I+GKIIS)*CO~JSuluA~L~P~*~TL-~G~lwK~)~ ______________________ ____________________________ __ 
75 Z~GG-~MllS)+C+5*O.5 

_________ -=-F.:.2..!..I.:.:.K..!..)_=~P: 2 (,if) ) * EX P I Z I 
GL.Tu403 . 

-'tvl P2(i\I= eVIKl 
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r'J~Jl G K A M S 1\1- 0 1I b 71/7<+ OP~~l __________________________ ~F~J~N.~~~.~Z~*~~~o~'--------~O~7~I~l~O~17~~ 

403 S~=P2(KI 
P2(KI=P2'KI*EXP{ =i~Mu{~[~SuIJI __________________________________________________ ~--------__ 
FL=Si'-?2(KI 

____________ ~1~E~(~L~-~L~A~L~~,~2JIJ]J,~2JIJI ________________________________________________________________ ___ 
~ll PRINT ab,K,FL 

oj to,.,MA](UJ.<t15HPOl.2 CATjH, Mo:rib.Ed,OIl 
~L 1E(L-LALI79,79,7a 

__________ J7~ti~Gu·r~6~=~b~LLS~~C __________________________________________________ ~-------------------
~~=Bi'(lSI+dR(ISI·COS(ALP*I-G!KI 
C 0 (.11 = PC \1 ) 
l. 0 ( 21 = P (; I 2) * BE 1 N tlll BE E 

__________ ~CwO~'!~3~1~=~r~Cw(~~1~lNi~lul~H~E~E~ __________ ~~ ____________________________________ ~ ________ __ 

70 

n 

79 

312 
37 

uv 
~ 

~Oj 

CU(~)=PC(41*Pl1NPI/PlE 

C.U ( 5 I = i'C ! :;; ) * P 2 ( NP I IP Z E 
(;0(61=P\o(6)¥FF(NPI/FFE 
.:>U';'O. 
UO 7b I=l,b 
W=SU+CC(I) 
CONTiNUe 
00 n r"l,g 
CO( 11 =C IJI II *100.1 SU 
(. GNTl NUt 
GG TO 37 
PVj=pp L , S! 
UO ~.l.2 1=1, f:l 
CO(11=~w(JI~I~~ _____________ ~ ____________________________________________________ __ 
lONTli'luE 
(; AL~C CNS (K, P',l':iS, PZ. \oW. I'..LR. Z UC • ..6.LC.Lli.EJ:.J PIC, P2c....t..Et..1...t..L.t..ULLl ______________________ _ 
P2~IKI=~S 

\J U TO ,;03 
PZ(rO=1. 
FL" II- ill E S 
15=6 

__________ ~1~f~IFr(NPII~0.9~L,~Bs2 __________________________________ ~------__________ ~ __________ ___ 
Pltl=FFC(Nt')/EFINP) tit: 

____________ ~1~F~IP~1~P~*~lU~J~·~.-~2.*PllS»41d'4~~4Ll~9L_ __________________________________________________ __ 
4.d r.l.~=2.*PlIS)*O.01 
418 C=ALUG(l.-PIP~ ______________________________________________________________ ~ ____ ___ 

S = A L 0(, ( 1. -f- F S ( N P) If E 1 NP ) ) 
IEIL-LAL)81,Sl,B3 

01 ('G=GI15) 

b~ 

GL Ie 8~'~~~~ ______________________________________________ ~ __________________ ~_ 
b1K=GK<Li PRAC 
~G=G(i~)+vk(I~)*C WSJ(~A~L~P~*~l_-~GJI~K~I ______________________________________________________ _ 

C7 i=GG-~M(lS)+C+S*O.5 

FFIKI=FF(NPI*EXPIZI 
SP=I_f(K) 

____________ ~F~F~(~K~I_=~I-~F~(~KI*EXp~(~-~F~M~(~L~S~I~)~ __________________________________________ ~ ______________ _ 
FL4S~-I_f_(K) , 
irIL-~~) .l.J7,Z12,21~Z~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 

2iZ PRINT 13J,K,FL 
133 ~UKh~TIII?A' Ibrl~L"Tf~ CAT~~~=~_LfQ:~.~O~/~)~ ________________________________________ __ 
131 lfIL-lALlo'oo9,84 

b4 GIK=~K(151*RAC 

Pw=!jP( is)+rlKIlSli<CO$(AU*f-GlKI 
(.l.l! lI :fC (ll 
e.01,,-) =Fl .. U,I*Bt:INP) IBtE 
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t'.K U G f( A ,1 SIS E:ilWl __ ---'ZL-03u '_-L( 4I-_Ou.P,,-,-T =.= .L] ______________ .L:E~I_LlNI__"4w .... 7'_'+t.!4'_'{u:tJ_) ____ lJ.O-l7_J-I..1..l-IJOJ-I-I.7~9'___I.O~(d~ • ...:2:..:2:...,~4UOI--

136 

d7 

b'i 

30 
36 

CUI 3) =,. C 13 ) * HE 1 NP ) I H E E 
(.iJ( 4) =EI.. (.,1 'l' PlC I';P I/Pl!:: 
COljl=FCI~)*P2IN?)/P2E 

CCdo)=I-C(bl*fEINP II EEE 
;)U =0, 
uO 80 1"1,6 
;)U=.:,,;+Cld 1) 

CLf\;TlNUf: 
DO 87 1=1'0 
Lell) =C CI U *100, ISU 
CCi~T INlJE 
(,0 III 30 
Pl'I=b?IlS) 
jjiJ 313 1=1,6 
LU(lI=fC(ll 
CON T [Nul: 
CAll fiJCJNSIK,PWjSS,F"'~L,~,~,ZuC,8EC,Hf:C,PlC,P2C,EEC'l,LAl) ____________ ~~~FS~( K I= SS ________________________________________________________________________ _ 

90 
C 

213 
;::.;;" 
.::G4 
.1.11 
.i.l ; 
.l.l~ 

117 

GO TU 213 
I-FIK)=l. 
hUNTH ~~J COMPUTATICNS 
CUNTli'4uE 
CUi~ T .if~ U E 
lGP ( !( I=I LI.C ( KI I II< ) * 
tltr' I K) = ( d E-: I K) I 9 E (K ) ) * 1 v (, , 
H t P \ K) = ( H t C 1 1<,.) I H ElK) ) * 1 v e, 

f'HIKI=Ir'l(.IK)/PlIK) )*100, 
f 2. fJ ( K ) = I P 2C ( ;q , P 2 1 ,( I ) * 1 G 

Computation of percent 
biomass consumed 

.i.L'1 I-rt'(r<.):l1 I-FClKI IFEIK) )*1Ui,i, 
C"'~*.;<***** 
l. lKANSl-l:k 

P 1 I K I = P 1. \ K 1'- 0 , 0 l:: 3 * P 1 I K ) 
F2lKl =P2IKI+u,023*PltK) 

C ****';'*'i'** 
Idl)=LUPIKI 
K(Z)=tH:PIK) 
id3)=H~PIKI 

fd41 =1-1P K 
KI,1 =P2.PI,<.) 
!« ·o ) =FF-PiK I 

Transfer of fraction of pollock 1 
to pollock 2 

1 2 1 I\=K +1 Augmentat~on of month count 

10:" 

lE\K-13123,23L,~1~6~5~~~~~~~ _ ______________________________ ~~ __________________ ~_ 

CALL PK~fLU IL'rlC'UCC'dCP'~) 
CALL Rr<IFLJ (l,Hc,HECLH££JLL-4~~~~~~~~~~ ____________________________________ __ 
CALL PklFlD (L,?I,PIC,P~P,4) Year end pr ~nt out 
CAI.L ~K IFlJ (L ,P2,P2C,P~ _____________________________ ~ ________________________ ___ 
CALL fir<l.ELD IL,~F,FFCJFFfi,61 
IF(L-L~L)lbb,178,190 Start of year end iteration for 

llib IF (L-tl) .iud, Ib8, 167 
lt7 1F ( L -lbllb~,l6~,1iQ 
100 AbA=3,Q 

Gu r o 1 7 
10'1 AGA="Q 

GO T,) 1 7 
17u IF(L-~b)~3,93,94 

~ 3 AGA =o . O 
(,l.. TO 171 

unique solution 

Setting of iteration 
constant · 



'1 -. AGA =7.v 
171 u[F=jE I Ijj-BFI I i 

dEI=ocll)-u1F/AGA 
o!= / l ll .. f1 r- i 

btt=tH:l 
b EC I :1 I = l1 
liu 172 i=I,12 

172 bt:C(13I=ufCII31+IH (,lfl 
btJ=lHClu)/12. 

-7-

Adjustment of benthos 
biomass 

Other biomass adius t men t are 
similar and follow below 

_____________ o~E~C~I~12~) ~= ~~-~~J~ ________________________________________________________________________ _ 
OlF=H !O I13j-HEIl) 

____________ ~ti~E~l_=~H~t~l1~· l=M~~h ______________________________ ----------~r_-------------------------
Htllil=Hd 
Hc:E =h E1 
HtCIl31=v. 
Ll O 17 3 1 '''1.12 

173 HtCI.d)=Hl:CI13)+HECII) 
ht J =ljEC I 13 1Il Z . 
HI:CIlZ)=t1t:J 

____________ ~u~l~t~~~e~l.il~~I_-~e~l~l~l~J ____________________________________________________________________ __ 
r!I=P1III-DIF/AGA 
PlI l d= t'll 
P1E:=Pl1 
PI CI 13 I" v , 
uG 174 1=1,12 

17 .. FiC(13)=P1~1~3~1~+~P~1~C~IILL) ____________________________________________________________ ___ 
1'14 = P Ie 113 " 12 • 
PlC ( !(. /= t'.1 J 
uIF=P2IUI-P2(1) 
~ll=PLll)-JIF/AGA 

P21l2)=P21 
P2l: "P21 
P2C(13)=O. 
I.l(j 17, 1= 1d2 

1h f'2~1l3)=f'2~113)+PZCIIl 
t' 2 J= P~C ( 13 )J12. 

P2CI1Z)=PlJ 

30; OlF= r F I 1.~~~F ~~~I ~I L) --------------~--------------------------------------------____ __ 
f~1=rfI11-ulF/AGA 

__________ ~f~r~I~li)~~~r~f~l~ ______________ ~--------------------------------------------____________ _ 
FFE.=FFI 
HCld)= O. 
[,0 17t 1=.1,12 

______ ~1~7~C~r~f~-~~JL l~) +~t~F C~(L~IL) ____________________________________________________________ ___ 

ffJ::FFCIUI/IZ. 
f-FCI 1.::1 =rrJ 
UO 177 1=1,13 
Ii c:S I 11 "p 1 ~ I il :: P 2 S ( I ) = FE S ( .L I ~ Q • 

.i. 17 C Ol'i T l,'i U t 
GLl TJ 0 00 

170 Lu 179 1=1,13 
1l'1 ht.)11)=Yl::i(Il"P2SII)"FFSII)=O. Zero starvation arrays 

ij d 1 j ) "rl t: I 13 ) z P l( U ) "p 2 ( d ) = ~ FIB) .. 0 • 
uO .LoO 1=1,1 2 
~EI.L~)=dl:(l})+BEII) Computation of annual 

___________ -'-'h...::c-'-'I 13)" b..UW.±l:LU I) mean biomass 
P1l1.j)"Pll13)+PllI) 



j 

Blh Dp [=] 

P 2 (13 I = P2 tl3 I + P 2 ( r ) 
____________ JtJtJ�~~ { 13 1+ E EII I 

UiO CUHINUE: 
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, . 

07!10/79 O~.22.~O 

~LE=b[11~3~1~/~1 ~2~. ______________________________________________________________________ _ 

Htt =rit:( l,j) 112. 
Pl!::=rlI D I112. 
P2E:=Pd d) 112. 
t-fE =EE ( U I/12. 

~ ADD ~XPE:RIMtNT HERE 
C** *********.******** * 

GiJ TU oOG 
19U uq ~ ~~ 1= 1 ,13 

H t S ( 1 I = P .l S I I ) = P 2 S ( L I = E F S I I )= 0 • 
't 2 ~ (O,'\Ili11uE 

Btl U I = H E 113 ) = P 11131 =? 2 U ~ 1 =F F tl j ) = o • . uu 19~ 1= lL,~1?~·~· ______________________________________________________________________ _ 

B~(131=DE(13)+BE(II 
____________ ~H=E~I~.L~j. J =HE ( 13 )+H E III 

f'lliJl=P1I.l.3)+Pl(1I 
____________ P2(ljl=P LLL3~)~+~P~2~(~I~) ________________________________________________________________ __ 

. r E (1.3) = Ff (131 +E F ( I) 
.1.'11 tLi'.T d \ UE 

b C i1 = d [; ( 13 II 12 • 
n t;;'1 =Ht l l JI/ 12. 
Pli'l=Pd 13) 112. 

____________ ~P=L~I·I_=~Pc_L1~~.~. __________________________________ ----------------------____ ~~------
fh'l:F-F(U 1112. 

C fttCkULTMtNT CONTROL IN BIOMASS MOOfL 
6\~J=~o(2)*(BEt:/8EMI 
G(3)=Gd\~!*SURT(HE~/HEM1 ___________________________________________________________ ___ 
b(4)=Ga(~)*SQRT(PlE/P1MI 

G( J ) :b tl P Ii'S QR T ( PZE/P2M ) 
G(o)=GoI6)*SQKT(rf~/FEMI 

o v lJ I\. =1 
L =l.+ 1 Augmentation of year count 
PKINT ZOb~J~L ________________________________________________________________________ __ 

d - ( L -""~ "' ! 23,23,200 
lOv S TOt' 

ENu 
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.• U 11IH' t-'-'J....LLI:.u..·.~) ___ ~L1iL. __ -ii.f.~r-"='-J.l ______________ --"F-r=-LN 4.7+ft-"l-b----. 0. 7-1-1 01--7-9--Q.O·. 2-2 .. -4.0--

~ lJ !j I< J0 J l.'l t Foe UN S 1 K , ? vJ, S ~.1 S p, C L.I P , R , ZOC.I 8 E C , H t C , P 1 C , P C: C , f F ~ , L, L A L ) 
J 1 f1 t: N S 1 L N S P ( 1 ]) , C 0 ( o .LtLliLL.uU.6..L...LLI...C -1.1..l.1..:a"'J)J, • ..tHuF:.\.C..J(>-1t.-;3l...'/....,.l--__________________ _ 

* HE C ( U) , P.i. C ( 13 ) , P ~c I 13 I , f Fe (l ~ ) , N I 6 ) 
c > " - .iti.U£5 

L~ - PE~CE~T ~OMPOSiTICN Of FCG0; l~lTIALLY FRESCRIBED 
r - Pt: tSC cii I CE 6 [CJ:1ki.S... At LL. k.hl I e !iF C ON'i lIM EO OF E AC H F Ilii!! iTEM 

\.. I< - PtK~~NT ~ONSUMcD IN PREViOUS MOhTH 
C :. - UAdAT lDN. Pt K CE NT E LLIi ltiSSlliu.(; _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ ___ __ ~ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ _ 

C .)f'iA - ;)TA",IIArrlJN, AMOUrH CE FLOJ Ml::i~ING 
___ ~~~ - PtRCEhf )T~Jl..l.OuNL-_ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ___________ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ 

~ ~D SUM LF PeRCENT FOOD Ml~~lNG 
___ '>'O'C_....L)~,lJM OF lJiiCHANGED 2t RC EN] AGE CE cu a 

C K - ,'1UNTrl 
1..0 1 1 = 1. 0 

... I'd1)=O 
S ~= Sj) = S ::;Qt 

l HL-LI-ILl3v,30.31 
jl 00 '- 1=1,6 

... F(fUllh 
~ , 1 f I PilI I K I l) -1 t ) 3, 4,4 

______ ~~~ =C~~ _ _ ______________ __ 4-_~R~e~a~d~j-u-s-t-m-e-n-t~o~f---fo-o-d~-c-o~mp~o-s-i~t~i-o-n-o~f~---------
~O(ll=PllI1Rlll*Ca(ll overconsumed species and computation 
0 1 =u - CO l i l of chan ed and unchan ed f r ac t ions 
~u=SJ+Ll! 

t-.11I = 
GU TO 2 

it ~C=SC+CO(ll 

~ (. IJ NTl f\l UE' 
IF I SC - 10U .I~~~~Q ______________ "~ ____________________________________________________ _ 

.i. 9 1.-( 5C -'tv., 21 ,21,20 

_________ ~£~~~VU~~d~· ~~~---------------------~r-----------------------------------------------------
lHNI1l)d,o,18 

, __________ ,~~(.~u~(~Iu)=CO(l +1 Ul l 
10 CLI .. TlNUE. 

lilJ TG 30 
2~ lrI25.-$uI23,2Z,22 
" vO 17 l=L, ,, 

IFINtlll17,7,17 
-, L UU) =Cu( 1 )+ O. 65* ICO ( l)/':l ... ) * SQ 

d CLi i'iTL NUE 
~=O . 3 5 *SJ 

GO TO 30 

Readjustment of food composition of 
--~--------------------------\ "fully" available food items and 

deter m1na t i on of s t arvation 

________ ~~~j~DfJ 16 1=119~ ______________________ ~ _______________________________________________ __ 

!FIN (1) ).i.b,tld6 
D ~ Gi l I = CO ( 1 I + 0 • 1,0* (C {) ( I 

.. 0 Cl.J i~T lJ1iuE 

S=Ot6o.*5J~~--~------------------------------------------------------------~----------
j~ ~UOu·~w·jO.*SPIK) Total food uptake 

____________ ~L~L~C~(~K~)_=~L~u~C~(Kl+f[Ou*CG~(~1~1~*~O~.~0~l~ ___ --7·-------------------------------------------~-------
~~ (IK)= ~t( t K I+ f OUO* C O ( 2 ) *O tQl 

HE C ( K I=h e~ \KI+ FOOO*CO (31 *0 .01 
-----------..:..t'-'-'!=."C'-!'-f('.:...:....) --- '-'-p =1 C-( K ) + F (00 *C 0 ( 4 J lI' U • 0 1 

Partitiohing of f ood uptake (cons nmpti'on) 
between f ood i t ems 

r2C(K'=P2C(K)+FC~O~u~*~C~O~(~J~I~*~O~.~O~1~ __ ~----------------____________________________________ _ 
rf~(K'=f~~IK)+fUJD*COlo)*0.ul 

~~~=f~~~~~S~~~O~.~O~lL_~---------------------------------------------------------_________ _ 
~~"SMA/fuJJ 

I<.trlJi<N 
iNC! 



-, 
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-

)_hJti.Jli~ i: fJ K I E L 0 73174 opr,,] ErN 't.7+'t7b 07'10'19 O<l.Z2.4-0 

SudROuTiNE P~IFLD (LL,SP,CO,PCU,ISl 
... Ll-Yj; AK 
c SP - SPECIES 
C CG - C ~NS~MPTION 
C P~U-,PtK~tNT CONSUMPTION 
L 1$ - 4?fCl~llM~~ ~E~R __________________ ~ __________________________________________ __ 

D 111 t I~ ~ 1 L i~ S P ( 13 ) , C 0 (13 ) ,? C U (12 I 
PKINT 1.l~,LLI (SPll I.I '=Li121 

1. f 0 iHl A r 1 I I 5 x ~ 16 H BID i'1 ASS, S P U.I t: S , 14, 4 H YE A R, 14 , 12 F 7 • 0 Il 
. COI13I=O. 

LJu'2 1 =1,12 
______________ ~C~U~(A3)=CO(131+CO(II 

2 COi'4T1NLJE 
~KINT 3,lSllL,(COCII,[=I.131 

3 I' U rd', " Til',/.., 1bHCJNS~MPT lUt-;, SP., lttl 4HY EAR, 14, bfo. 01 I 
______________ -2P~R~1~N~T~~~~,~i~Su,~L~l~/~~1,1=1,121 . 

~ FJRMATII/';)/..,17Ht'ERCENT CUN:). $P.,I4,4HYEAR,14,12F6.111 
kE TU KN 
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_____ ----..£.ill!j..!) :1 P T to tiLl -,,-S P,-,-. _~jLy'-'E AjL-!lJ,_--'7-"3u.'----~3~LZ. • 1.5b ._ l.l.3 .... _.e.2..J1""'3~."'--..J2~2o.2'-'-~2""-' 3~~. _ 1-" 9>t..1.3 ~-,-I .b.l....--lL2.~_9"-V-O ~. -1.a!L'L-___ ___ _ 

BeAK ~ 1 3.6 

"Y EAR .-iJ,_--,5,-,.,-,2~~5,,-.,-,6,,--_7L...L' ,,-Q_--L't-L.,,-Q_~9 11 . 5 il, 1 I 1 . 2 I Q....2-B~.,-'3'---'52..a.J. b:l.-______ =___ 

-1.z.. __ "~L~ __ :U~ __ ._._. _ ___ _ 

, 
. ___ _ q~: S~J1n.t~l'.l_~_. __ t..1.u\"' _ " .. L _ _ 4y_L__~Q..'__ __ ..!!_'h _ _ Q.J... __ ~7..L __ 9~._ 'U L __ ~L. _ _._l.O L '___b.l • . _-..5 5 • ____ 4.3.~ . _. ~ 15 • . _ 

- -- - ----- - - - -_._--- - ----- ----,---------------------------------
__ --.:P~E~~~;H Cul',.!. • ...2.~!:.p..!. _ ___"tJC!1_"~, ~~!.!:I(~....:4!Jl"____1.2,_.!.!b'__~2S..!_..7!...:....._=_3.!. • .=.j_--'4-'.-"2~ _ __'5:..!._!1"'____'/:".~2~__'6"_'_'ol'_____'Q~.QW___!.IQ, .,_"5L_......:;1.J • ..:;L.....~31...oJb>___<..2.L • .Q.8 _________ _ 

.. 
- . _ .. F~3. ~,----

Example of output 
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